The minimum-time, constant-thrust, orbital phasing maneuver is studied numerically. Nondimensionalization reduces the problem to one where thrust magnitude and phase angle are the only parameters. Extremal solutions are obtained for the entire range of practical values of thrust magnitude and phase angle. Plots of trajectories, thrust-angle pro les, and loci of initial costates are used to identify a near-invariance principle that leads to a variety of conclusions about this class of problems. The types of thrust-angle pro les are shown to fall into at least four types, two of which exist within the region of near-invariance. These two thrust-angle pro le types are distinguished by the time-of-ight t f , and the transition between them takes place for a t f of approximately one-half of an orbit. The relationship between t f and the ratio of thrust to phase angle is also shown to be nearly invariant over a wide range of thrust magnitudes.
Introduction

W
E investigatea special class of coplanar time-optimal orbital maneuvers in which the spacecraft is controlled to move ahead of or behind its orbit position using a constant thrust whose direction is the control variable.This minimum-time orbital phasing maneuver is conceptuallysimple, but its solution has some interesting characteristics,includingan approximateinvariance relating the dimensionlessthrust,phase angle,dimensionlesstime-of-ight, and thrust-anglepro le when the maneuver occurs in less than about one orbit.
The minimum-time, constant-thrust, orbit transfer problem is well-established as one of the fundamental problems in control of spacecraft trajectories. 1¡3 Most researchers nd extremal solutions that solve the rst-order, or necessary, conditions, and these solutions are generally known also to be optimal solutions. A recently published procedure is now available for applying second-order conditions 4 but is not discussed further in this paper. Many applications of this problem involve low-thrust propulsion systems where the orbit transfer takes place over a relatively long duration. For example, the minimum-time transfer of a 100-kg spacecraft from low Earth orbit (LEO) to geostationaryorbit (GEO) using a 1-N thruster takes about 5 days, as compared with about 5 h for a Hohmann transfer, but the continuous-thrust case would typically use much less propellant. The thrust-angle pro le of a continuous-thrust orbit transfer depends on both the thrust magnitude and the size of the orbit transfer. For example, Thorne and Hall 5 showed that there are scenarios involving small orbit changes using low thrust that are similar to large-thrust scenarios with larger orbit changes. In Ref. 6 the effects of thrust magnitude on trajectory behavior were described in some detail.
The development in Refs. 5 and 7 led to the identi cation of three different regimes of minimum-time, constant-thrust,coplanar orbit transfer scenarios, along with a means of approximating the initial conditions of the Lagrange multipliers required to determine the optimal control history. In an application of these approximations, Marasch and Hall 8 used piecewise time-optimal transfers to investigate the effectiveness of using energy storage during eclipse for low-thrust electric propulsion systems.
In the present paper, we considerthe minimum-time orbital phasing maneuver using constant thrust with the thrust angle as the control variable. Speci cally, we pose and obtain solutions to the problem of moving a point-mass spacecraft from one point in a given circularorbit to a differentpoint in the same orbit, differingonly by a phase angle Á. This problem is of course the same as the same-orbit rendezvous problem. However, our motivation is not rendezvous, but rather the formation-establishment and formation-keeping maneuvers associated with formation ying missions. 9;10 We want to compute minimum-time solutions for comparison with nonlinear feedback controllers 11¡13 designed to support such missions. We begin by de ning the idealized model and stating the equations of motion. The equations are nondimensionalized so that the dimensionless thrust T and the phase angle Á are the only parameters in the problem. We then establish the minimum-time transfer problem, which leads to a two-point boundary value problem requiring the determination of the unknown initial conditions for the Lagrange multipliers or costates. We present some example solutions intended to illustrate a certain near-invarianceprinciple that is found within the various families of solutions for varying thrust and phase angle. Speci cally, we show that, for a broad range of T and Á, extremal solutions with the same time-of-ight t f have the same thrust-angle pro le and, furthermore, that the relationship between t f and T =Á is nearly thrust independent.This near-invarianceis one of the primary points of this communication and should be useful in developingfurther results relevant to this problem. A series of locus plots for the initial conditions of the costates is used to illustrate the near-invariance, and we identify a transition between large-t f and small-t f trajectories.
Model and Equations of Motion
We make the idealized assumptions of a point-mass spacecraft moving in a plane about a spherical primary and being controlled with a constantthrust with variable direction. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry and variables of the problem. The position and velocity at the initial time t 0 correspondto counterclockwisecircular motion beginning on the x axis. The initial position of the target orbit is on the same circular orbit, separated from the initial spacecraftposition by the phase angle Á. The position of the target is indicated with an empty circle. A possible thrust-vector direction is shown, with angle Ã between the inertial x axis and the thrust-vector direction, measured counterclockwise as shown. Additionally, we de ne the thrust angle relative to the local horizontal as N Ã D Ã ¡ µ ¡ ¼=2. In the gure, an arbitrary intermediate con guration is shown, after time t ¡ t 0 . The uncontrolled spacecraft position is shown as a light shaded circle on the circular orbit, whereas the actual spacecraft position is shown as a darker shaded circle removed from the circular orbit. The target position and the uncontrolled spacecraft position have both advanced through an angle n.t ¡ t 0 /, where n is the mean motion of the circular orbit. If we use polar coordinates,the distinction between Ã and N Ã can be eliminated; however, we choose to use Cartesian coordinates to simplify the extension of this work to three-dimensionalcases.
The equations of motion are those for Keplerian motion in the plane, with additional acceleration terms due to the thruster. We assume the spacecraft has constant mass for the results presented in the paper, and the results are qualitatively unchanged for small P m. Using Cartesian coordinates in the inertial reference frame shown in Fig. 1 , the equations of motion are
where x ¤ and y ¤ are the components of the position vector in the orbital plane, r ¤ D p .x ¤2 C y ¤2 /, ¹ ¤ is the gravitational parameter, Ã is the thrust angle measured from an inertial x axis, T ¤ is the applied thrust, and m ¤ is the spacecraftmass. The superscript¤ denotes that these are dimensional variables. Using dimensional variables requires that we consider the effects of varying orbit size, thrust magnitude, and spacecraft mass; nondimensionalizing the equations reduces the problem to one with only dimensionless thrust as a parameter.
Nondimensionalizationis based on canonical units, 14 so that the referenceorbit semimajor axis is 1 distance unit (DU), the reference orbit period is 2¼ time units (TU), and the gravitational parameter is ¹ D 1 DU 3 /TU 2 . The spacecraft mass m ¤ is taken as the dimensionless mass unit, and it follows that a dimensionless thrust can be de ned by
where a ¤ is the referenceorbit semimajor axis and n ¤ is the reference mean motion in dimensionalunits. Thus, for example, a 1-N thruster acting on a 100-kg spacecraft in a 10,000-km-radius circular orbit provides a dimensionless thrust of about T D 0:0025. In results illustrated below, we use the range [0.000005,0.5] as a practical limit on the range of thrusts of interest for this application. For a 100-kg spacecraft, this range corresponds to approximately [4 mN, 400 N] in LEO and [100 ¹N, 10 N] in GEO. Even smaller thrusts may be of interest, but the near-invariancedescribedlater can be used to obtain results for smaller thrusts in a straightforward way. The expression for T can also be written as
so that T can be interpreted as the ratio of thrust acceleration to gravitational acceleration. The form of the dimensionless equations is identical to that of the dimensional equations, with the asterisks omitted, and both ¹ and m set to unity. Thus, the dimensionless states are (x, y, v x , v y ), and the only parameter remaining in the equations of motion is the dimensionless thrust magnitude T . The other nonstate variable in the equations of motion is the thrust angle Ã , which is the control variable to be determined.
Optimal Control Formulation and Boundary Value Problem
The minimum-time formulationis well known and may be found, for example, in Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 5. The formulationleads to four additional differentialequations describing variables variously known as costatesor Lagrangemultipliers.These four differentialequations are
P vy D ¡¸y (10) and they are to be integrated simultaneously with the state equations (1) (2) (3) (4) . Note that we have made use of the fact that ¹ D 1 in the dimensionless system. The thrust angle is found from the optimal control formulation to be
and this angle is used as the control in Eqs. (3) and (4) .
In a typical scenario, we know the initial conditions on the states and at least something about the nal conditions on the states. However, we do not know the initial or nal conditions on the costates. Thus, we establish a two-point boundary value problem wherein the initial conditions on the costates are the unknowns.
For the phasing maneuver considered here, the initial conditions for the states are x D 1, y D 0, v x D 0, and v y D 1, corresponding to a circular orbit with radius 1 DU beginning on the x axis. The nal conditions that the states must satisfy include that the spacecraft must return to the same circular orbit; that is,
and xv x C yv y D 0. In addition to these three conditions, we also have the condition corresponding to completion of the phasing maneuver through angle Á. Another way to formulate the nal conditions on the states is
where t f is the time of ight, which is also unknown. An added bene t of the nondimensionalizationis that t f is the angle the target moves through during the maneuver. Because the variational Hamiltonian is linear in the Lagrange multipliers, we can arbitrarily x the initial condition of one of the multipliers, 5 and we select¸x .0/ D §1. The choice of¸x .0/ D C1 leads to the correct solution for the case where 0 < Á < ¼ , whereaş
x .0/ D ¡1 provides the correct solution for the case where ¡¼ < Á < 0. This skew symmetry in the structure of solutions is described in more detail in the following.
Thus, the unknowns in the boundary value problem are¸y .0/, vx .0/,¸v y .0/, and t f , and so the problem may be stated as 
where T is a xed constant appearing in the equations of motion, which are numerically integrated from t D 0 to t D t f to compute the nal states, and Á is a xed constant appearing in the nal-time boundary conditions. This problem can be solved using Newton's method or another appropriate numerical method. 15 All solutions presented in this paper were computed using Matlab's fsolve function with a tolerance setting of 10 ¡11 . The stringent accuracy was used to ensure stability in the continuationapproach 16 used to obtain solutions for many combinations of T and Á.
Example Solutions
In this section we present four examples of minimum-time trajectories. The examples illustrate the nature of solutions to the optimal control problem with varying thrust T and phase angle Á. For each example we provide plots of the trajectory and the thrust angle relative to the local horizontal. As noted in the preceding section, all trajectories begin with initial conditions x D 1, y D 0, v x D 0, and v y D 1. In Table 1 , we provide the parameters (T , Á) for each case, as well as some data speci c to the solution for each case.
The rst example illustrates a maneuver through a small phase angle, Á D 0:21, using a large thrust, T D 0:05 (Figs. 2a and 2b ). The trajectory (solid line) and the circular orbit (dashed line) are both shown in Fig. 2a , where it is evident that the trajectory is completed in just over one-half of an orbital period (t f ¼ 4). along the trajectory. Of the four costates, only the pair .¸v x ,¸v y ) is used in computing the thrust angle Ã , using Eq. (11) . Although the angle Ã is useful in solving the boundary value problem and in plotting the thrust direction as in Fig. 2a , it is not particularly useful to plot the angle itself because of its interaction with the spacecraft's position in the inertial frame. Therefore, we plot the thrust angle referenced to the local horizontal, denoted by N Ã , as indicated in Fig. 1 . The thrust-angle history is shown in Fig. 2b . Note that the initial thrust angle is in the second quadrant, which has the effect of lowering the orbit, thereby increasing the orbital speed so that the spacecraft catches up with the target. At about the halfway point, the thrust vector switches direction so that the orbit is raised to achieve the rendezvous.The thrust-anglepro le is easily seen in both Figs. 2a and 2b.
Case 2 illustrates a small-phase-angle maneuver using a small thrust (Figs. 2c and 2d ). This case is interesting because of its similarity to case 1, even though the (T , Á) parameters differ by four orders of magnitude: (0.05, 0.21) vs (0.000005,0.000022).The two trajectories shown in Figs. 2a and 2c are similar in that the thrustangle pro les and times of ight are nearly the same, although the lower thrust in case 2 leads to a smaller change in radius during the maneuver. Note the similarities between the thrust-angle histories, as seen in Figs. 2b and 2d. The costate histories (not shown here) exhibit the same equivalence. In both cases, the thrust begins in a rearward, inward direction and swings through N Ã D 0 at about the midway point and, thus, includesa brief period of outward thrusting. The similarities between cases 1 and 2 are evident in many other cases and we develop this idea further in the remainder of the paper. The third case displays quite differentbehaviorfrom cases 1 and 2 ( Figs. 3a and 3b) . Case 3 uses the same thrust as in case 1 (T D 0:05), but the maneuver is through a larger phase angle (Á D 3:0). The maneuver takes almost two orbits. Figure 3b illustratesthe thrust-angle pro le for this maneuver, which exhibits an interesting "porpoising" behavior.
The nal case illustrated in full is case 4, where a relatively large phase-angle maneuver, Á D 0:3, is effected using a small thrust, T D 0:00005 (Figs. 3c and 3d) . Here the thrust is nearly tangential throughout the maneuver, with the rst half of the maneuver using orbit-loweringto catch up with the target and the second half raising the orbit with a nearly tangential thrust in the velocity direction. The thrust vectors shown in Fig. 3c appear to be mostly inward, but this misperceptionis because most of the thrusting is tangential, except for the period of roughly 10 TUs (about 1.5 orbits) at the halfway point where the thrust changes directions, as seen more readily in Fig. 3d . The tangential thrust vectors do not show up in Fig. 3c because they overlap the trajectory. This maneuver takes about 15 orbits to complete.
The four example cases presented in Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1 are intended to illustrate the near-invariance that is discussed in more detail in the following, as well as to illustrate the different types of trajectories that may occur for this problem. There are four basic typesof trajectoriesthatoccur as extremalsolutionsto the minimumtime phasing maneuver, three of which are illustrated in these four cases: 1) initial inward, rearward thrusting with a swing through N Ã D 0 near the trajectory midpoint, as in cases 1 and 2; 2) multiplerevolution trajectories with thrust angle N Ã passing through zero multiple times, as in case 3; and 3) multiple-revolution trajectories with thrust angle N Ã rearward tangential for most of the maneuver, with a swing through N Ã D 90 deg near the midpoint and forward tangential thrusting for the remainder of the trajectory, as in case 4. The fourth type of trajectory is illustrated in a subsequent section.
Locus of Costate Initial Conditions
Once a solution for a given (T , Á) pair has been obtained, we obtain solutions for additional cases using numerical continuation. 16 Many thousandsof solutionsare obtained,and convergenceis sensitive to small changes in the initial guess; thus, continuationprovides a robust approach to compute additional solutions while varying parameters. As an example, we illustrate a locus of the initial conditions of (¸v x ,¸v y ) in Fig. 4 . The diagram shows how the initial costate locus can be interpreted as the initial thrust angle. That is, we juxtapose the costate locus and the Cartesian coordinate frame so that the origin of the locus coincides with the initial spacecraft position. Then the vector from the initial costate to the spacecraft position de nes the initial thrust-vector direction. Initial costates with¸v y > 0 correspond to initially thrusting inward and rearward, whereas¸v y < 0 corresponds to initially thrusting inward and forward. In the diagram we show a segment of a typical locus plot, for a xed thrust T , with Á varying on the interval [Á ¡ , Á C ]. For the two endpoints, we show how to construct the initial thrust vectors T ¡ and T C and the associated initial thrust angles N Ã ¡ .0/ and N Ã C .0/. Obviously, since Á C > Á ¡ , one expects the t f for Á C to be greater than that for Á ¡ , which is indeed the case. Thus, as one moves from Á ¡ to Á C along the locus, t f increases and, at least for the range shown, N Ã .0/ increases. Each point on the locus corresponds to a speci c initial thrust angle, as well as to a speci c time of ight t f . Thus, we can identify each point on the locus with the following mapping:
.T; Á/ 7 ! .¸v x ;¸v y ; Ã; t f /
We present a set of locus plots illustrating the entire range of reasonable values of (T , Á) and develop the near-invariancethat arises in the mapping de ned by Eq. (17). We also note the skew symmetry in the costate locus related to the sign of the phase angle. If Á 2 .0; ¼ /, then the locus of initial costates is in the right half of the .¸v x ,¸v y ) plane, and the choice of¸x .0/ D 1 [as described following Eqs. (12-15) ] is correct. If Á 2 .¡¼; 0), then the locus of initial costates is in the left half of the plane, and the choice¸x .0/ D ¡1 is correct. Furthermore, Á 7 ! ¡Á (within these ranges) corresponds to .¸v x ,¸v y ) 7 ! (¡¸v x , ¡¸v y ).
We use continuation to obtain solutions for Á 2 .0; ¼ / and T 2 [0:000005; 0:5] and use the results to construct locus plots of the initial conditions of (¸v x ,¸v y ). Note that, for smaller values of T , we do not obtain solutions for larger values of Á because of the extreme times of ight required, and, for larger values of T , we do not obtain solutions for smaller values of Á because of the extreme sensitivity.We also do not compute solutions for Á > ¼ because one would normally choose the short-way solution, taking advantage of the skew-symmetry of the costate locus described earlier. Figure 5 presents the locus of initial costates for T 2 [0:000005; 0:05] and Á 2 .0; ¼ /. In each of these graphs, the initial values of (¸v x ,¸v y ) are plotted for a xed value of T while varying the phase angle Á. Beginning in the lower half of one of these graphs [in the vicinity of (0, ¡1)] corresponds to a small phase angle, and the end of the graph [in the vicinity of the point (0, 1)] corresponds to the largest value of Á for that graph. For the larger thrust values (T¸0:005), the endpoint corresponds to Á D ¼ , whereas for the smaller thrust values, the endpoint correspondsto Á < ¼ . For example, for T D 0:0005, the endpoint in the graph is for Á D 2:25, and the corresponding trajectory has a time of ight of 77 TUs (about 12 orbits). The points labeled A, B, C, and D in the locus plots are described in detail later, and correspond to the data in Table 2 .
As described earlier, one can view each point on each of these graphs as correspondingto a speci c thrust and phase angle, (T , Á), to a speci c costate history¸.t/, and to a speci c time of ight, t f . Several properties of the costate loci that are presented in Fig. 5 are of interest: 1) Each locus begins near the point (0, ¡1) correspondingto tangential thrust in the directionof the velocity vector. This observation is consistent with the idea that using a large thrust to effect a small phase-angle change would begin the maneuver by thrusting toward the destination, then switching thrust direction to decelerate to the desired state. This observationis true for small T as well, but corresponds to a smaller phase angle than in the large-T cases. We refer to this region of the locus as the small-t f region; generally, increasing thrust or decreasing the phase angle corresponds to decreasing t f and moving along the locus toward (0, ¡1).
2) Each locus passes close to the point (0.73, 0), corresponding to thrust in the nadir direction. This point can be thought of as a transition point between the typical small-t f and large-t f scenarios. We refer to this region of the locus as the transition region; here the time of ight is about one-half of an orbit. A more precise transition point is identi ed in subsequent text.
3) Each locus moves in a looping pattern toward the point (0, 1) corresponding to tangential thrust in the direction opposite the velocity vector. This observation is consistent with the idea that using a small thrust to effect a large phase-angle change would begin the maneuver by thrustingbackward to lower the orbit and catch up with the target. We refer to this region as the large-t f region; generally, decreasing T or increasing Á leads to an increase in t f and initial costates closer to the point (0, 1).
4) The locus graphs are nearly identical in the lower-phase-angle portions of the graphs before the looping pattern begins. For smaller values of thrust, the locus plots are indistinguishable except in the ne structure of the loops near (0, 1). 5) Not immediately evident in the graphs, but supported by the data in Table 2 and by subsequent plots, is the fact that the thrustangle pro le and time of ight for a point in one of the locus plots is nearly identical to the thrust-angle pro les and times of ight for the corresponding points on the other locus plots.
These properties of the locus graphs can be used to draw some more general conclusions about the minimum-time trajectories. In the next section, we develop the near-invariance principle using these locus graphs.
Discussion of the Near-Invariance
The near-invariance is most valid for small thrust, and so in the discussion that follows we omit the T D 0:5 case. However, one can easily refer to Table 2 to compare the T D 0:5 case to the rest of the cases that are described in more detail.
On each of the locus graphs, we indicate four points, labeled A, B, C, and D, that share the same initial values of¸v y . That is, the points labeled A all have¸v y D 1:0, and so forth, as detailed in Table 2 . These pointsare of interestbecause they help to illustratethe near-invariance that we wish to emphasize. Because the invariance is least accurate in the large-t f region, we begin by discussing the points A on the composite locus graph in Fig. 5 . In the rightmost graph of Table 2 along with t f , which is approximately 5.6, correspondingto completing the maneuver in a little less than one orbit (t f D 2¼ corresponds to a one-orbit transfer). There is no corresponding point for T D 0:5 in Table 2 because for this large value of thrust, the time it takes to reach Á D ¼ is less than for the smaller thrust cases; in fact, if one continues the locus for Á > ¼ , the locus loops never reach¸v y D 1. In Fig. 5 , the thrust in the T D 0:005 graph is one order of magnitude smaller (by design), as is the phase angle (0.89 ¼ 10 £ 0.10, by observation), and the solution has similar values for the other two initial costates and for the time of ight (5.6 ¼ 6.2). For T D 0:0005, the phase angle correspondingto point A is one order of magnitude smaller than for T D 0:005, with two signi cant digits of agreement, and the time of ight is identical to two signi cant digits. This trend continues for the two smaller values of thrust, with the additional costates and time of ight agreeing exactly to within two signi cant digits, and the phase angle decreasing by the same order of magnitude as T . Note that we include only two signi cant digits in Table 2 speci cally to highlight the near-invariance.We compute all solutions with a convergencetolerance of 10 ¡11 ; however, the data presented in the table are suf cient to achieve convergence in about four iterations in most cases. As thrust decreases, the near-invariance becomes more pronounced, and as thrust increases, the near-invariance becomes less signicant. However, the time of ight for all ve values of thrust is in agreement to one signi cant digit and, for the three smaller values of thrust, t f D 6:3 to two signi cant digits. For points B, C, and D, the near-invariance is even more pronounced.
Because the initial costates are nearly the same for all the points labeled A, the initial thrust angle is also nearly the same for all of these points. Furthermore, the thrust-angle pro les for the entire maneuver are nearly the same for all ve points. The thrust-angle pro les N Ã.t / are illustrated in Fig. 6 along with those for points B, C, and D. In the gure, the initial values N Ã .0/ are all essentially identical, and although the thrust-anglepro les are not all identical, they are quite similar. The high-thrust case, T D 0:05, produces the pro le that differs most from the others, with a signi cant difference near the midpoint, and with a shorter time of ight. However, the other four cases lead to almost identical thrust-angle pro les for the entire maneuver, in spite of the orders-of-magnitudedifference between the thrust values. These observations are increasingly true for the smaller times of ight for points B, C, and D.
The points labeled B in Fig. 5 are chosen for¸v y D 0:5. As shown in Table 2 , T / Á for all ve values of T . The thrust-anglepro les are shown in Fig. 6 . The thrust angle N Ã begins as an inward, backward thrust, and the angle decreases, passing through zero and swinging around through360 deg to end with an inward, forward thrust.These thrust-angle pro les are similar to those of points A and include the two thrust-anglepro les of cases 1 and 2 illustrated in Fig. 2 . These thrust-angle pro les are characteristic of a subset of the large-t f set of trajectories. The near-invariance of the thrust-angle pro le and time of ight is more noticeable for points B than for points A. The maneuvers all take a little more than half an orbit.
The points labeled C are chosen for¸v y D 0, which corresponds to initial thrust in the nadir direction. Again, T / Á is evident from the data in Table 2 . The thrust-angle pro les, shown in Fig. 6 , are substantially different from those of points A and B. The initial thrust is in the nadir direction,and the thrust angle initiallydecreases but does not pass through zero as in the large-t f cases. Rather N Ã reaches a minimum of about 25 deg, then rapidly increases to about 155 deg before decreasing again to its nal value of about 90 deg. These thrust-angle pro les are characteristic of all of the small-t f trajectories. Furthermore, for some point between B and C, there is a transition between the large-t f -and small-t f -type trajectories, and we subsequently identify this transition behavior. The points labeled D are chosen for¸v y D ¡0:5, which corresponds to initial thrust in an inward, forward direction. The linear relationship between T and Á is evident from the data in Table 2 . The thrust-angle pro les, shown in Fig. 6 , are similar to those for points C. These maneuvers all take about a quarter orbit to complete.
Comparing the thrust-angle pro les associated with points A and B (large t f ) with those of points C and D (small t f ), it appears that a transition point exists between the two types of proles. Using bisection, we nd that the transition between smallt f and large-t f trajectories occurs for t f ¼ 3:3. Figure 7 illustrates the thrust-angle pro les for points along the locus witḩ vy .0/ 2 f0:34; 0:36; 0:37; 0:38g, showing that the transition occurs for slightly different values of t f for the different values of thrust. All four plots use the same limits to clarify the differences and similarities between the two types of pro les. In particular, note that, except for the direction of the 180-deg swing that occurs in each type of solution, the thrust-angle pro les are essentially identical. In principle, we could add a line in Fig. 5 at¸v y ¼ 0:37 to indicate this transition family of trajectories.
The nal observationwe make is to characterizethe t f invariance that has been described. In Fig. 8 , we plot curves of constant t f in the (T , Á) plane, with T 2 .5 £ 10 ¡6 ; 4) and Á 2 .0; 2¼ ). The thin lines represent solutions for t f 2 f¼=2; ¼; 3¼=2; : : : ; 4¼ g. The thick lines use the four values of t f associated with T D 0:000005 for points A, B, C, and D, and the speci c A, B, C, and D points are identi ed on the plot. Even though the plot is a log-log plot, the linearity of T vs Á is remarkable, even across the small-t f -larget f transition. Only in the large-T -large-Á region does the linearity begin to break down. The A, B, C, and D points clearly lie along the constant t f curves for most of the points shown. The curves are nearly linear until Á approaches ¼ , and there are some interesting variationsin the Á > ¼ region,especiallyfor larger thrust.We do not investigatethese Á > ¼ cases further, as one would normally use the Á ¡ 2¼ trajectory and the skew symmetry described earlier in this paper.
We further characterize the relationship between T , Á, and t f by plotting t f vs T =Á for the full range of these parameterspresentedin earlier plots and tables. The plot in Fig. 9 is a log-log plot of the time of ight vs the ratio of thrust to phase angle for each of the different values of thrust (including T D 0:5). The thrust-to-phase-angle ratio ranges between 10 ¡4 and 10 4 , with resulting times of ight ranging between 10 ¡2 and 10 2 . For most of this range, the graphs are linear and are essentially identical for all the values of thrust. However, in the region where T =Á 2 .0:01; 1), there is a nonlinear transition, which is simple for most of the values of T ; for large T (0.5), however, the graph exhibits a more complicatedbehavior.In Fig. 10 , we plot t f vs T =Á on a linear graph in the range T =Á 2 [0; 2], which correspondsto the range where the nonlinear transition is evident in Fig. 9 . The complicatedrelationshipbetween t f and T =Á for T D 0:5 is evident here, whereas the relationshipbetween t f and T =Á is quite simple for the smaller values of T , which includes essentially all values of T of interest. Note that the transitional region in Figs. 9 and 10, where the plots of t f vs T =Á are not nearly identical, begins near the transition time of ight, t f ¼ 3:3, identi ed in Fig. 7 . The relationship between t f and T =Á can be used for mission planning by permitting the analyst to obtain a quick estimate of the time of ight for a given scenario and propulsion system and thereby obtain a quick estimate for the fuel required for a minimum-time phasing maneuver.
Finally, we note that the invariance illustrated here could be interpreted as simply the linearity associated with small perturbations from the desired position, and indeed we expect that a careful comparison with solutions of the linearized equations of motion would provide consistentresults in the same regions where the nearinvariance occurs. However, the fact that these results are obtained from the nonlinear equations of motion with a broad range of thrust and phase angles provides a deeper insight into this entire class of orbit transfers.
Conclusions
The extremal solutions to the minimum-time, constant-thrust phasing maneuver problem have some interesting properties that have not previously been reported. Using the equations of motion in a dimensionless form permits the investigation of essentially all problems of interest in one setting, with dimensionlessthrust T and phase angle Á as the only parameters. The initial costates have a uniform structure that can be exploited when seeking solutions for problems with a speci c thrust and phase. There is a near-invariance property that relates the dimensionless time of ight t f to the thrust and phase: for a wide range of parameter values, a nearly linear relationship exists between the thrust and phase for a given time of ight. This relationship persists even in the transition region that distinguishesmaneuvers with only inward thrustingfrom those with some outward thrusting. The results presented here provide a thorough foundationfor future studies of continuous-thrustproblems of this type.
